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By Mr. Quinn of Boston, petition of Robert H. Quinn and another
tion to define further “bait advertising”. Commerce and Labor.Commerce and L;

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Eight

An Act further defining bait advertising.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 Section 1A of chapter 266 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding thereto the following paragraphs:—
3 Among the acts or practices, but not excluding others,
4 which, separately or in any combination, will be considered
5 prima facie evidence of a plan or scheme with the intent not
6 to sell, as specified in section ninety-one A and section ninety-
-7 one B, are the following:—
8 The publication of an advertisement containing statement
9 or illustration which creates a false impression of the grade,

10 quality, make, value, currency of model, size, color, usability,
11 or origin of the product offered, or which may otherwise mis-
-12 represent the product in such a manner that, later, on dis-
-13 closure of the true facts, the purchaser may be switched from
14 the advertised product to another.
15 Discouraging the purchase of the advertised product or offer.
16 Refusing to show, demonstrate, or sell the product offered in
17 accordance with the terms of the advertised offer.
18 Disparagement by acts or words of the advertised product
,19 or disparagement of the guarantee, credit terms, availability
20 of service, repairs or parts, or in any other respect, in con-
-21 nection with it.
22 Failure to have available a sufficient quantity of the adver-
-23 tised product to meet reasonably anticipated demands, unless
24 the advertisement clearly and adequately discloses that supply
25 is limited.
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26 Refusal to take orders for the advertised product to be
27 delivered within a reasonable period of time.
28 Showing or demonstrating of a product which is defective,
29 unusable or impractical for the purpose represented or im-
30 plied in the advertisemnet.
31 Use of a plan of penalizing
32 Used product.
33 Supposedly making a sale
34 accepting a deposit or otherwi
35 or practices herein specified,

salesmen for selling the adver-

of the advertised product, by
se, but then, by any of the acts
switching the customer to a^|

36 higher-priced product, or failing to make delivery of the ad-
-37 vertised product within reasonable time, or delivering the
38 advertised produce which is defective, unusable or imprac-
-39 tical for the purpose represented or implied in the advertise-
-40 ment.
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